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Building Better Storefront & In-Store Analytics 
for Less with Global Activewear Retailer



Store Technology and Operations Executive
Global Activewear Retailer

“Installing a solution that is less expensive than 
our existing tech while simultaneously 

providing enhanced metrics was a no-brainer.”



Smart In-Store Hardware & Retail Dashboard

Assist Global Activewear Retailer by replacing 
existing, disappointing door counter technology 
with FastSensor retail analytics ecosystem to 
provide greater value, more metrics, and better 
benefits than the client’s current solution.

FastSensor was added alongside the current 
provider and ingested the client’s existing data into 
our online dashboard before further gathering, 
analyzing, and delivering of ROI-boosting 
opportunities.

Our objective



Our solution

FastSensor installed Smart Foot Traffic Sensors 
and Smart Door Counters to accurately account 
for the entire customer conversion funnel, 
providing the client with data-rich engagement 
analytics.

By building around the client’s Walk-in data, 
FastSensor showcased the broad capabilities of 
our retail ecosystem, as well as deeper data 
insights into the connected customer journey, 
all while providing greater ROI for our customer. Conversion Funnel



Our results

Customer Engagement

Integrating key metrics through API with the retailer’s 
existing sales performance platform allowed for greater 
visibility into said performance, from Walk-by foot traffic 
to Point of Sale (POS).

Prior to FastSensor, the client was receiving one (1) 
retail metric. After replacing the outdated, ineffective 
solution, the customer now has access to more than 10 
standard retail metrics - all for a lower recurring cost.



Senior Executive
Global Activewear Retailer

“The area tracking available with 
(FastSensor) is great… we plan to move 
forward in all our outlet stores ASAP - we 

want (our current vendor) gone.”



What’s next?

Customer Satisfaction

Following the successful completion of our initial 
campaign, the client expressed their desire to 
expand the program to a larger percentage of their 
physical footprint.

With our advanced, affordable in-store analytics 
ecosystem, this Global Activewear Retailer is 
moving forward with FastSensor in both existing 
and new stores.
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Thank you!

Learn more about our AI-powered solutions by visiting FastSensor.com today.


